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1, The great interest to the problems of electromagnetic 
waves radiation and propagation in turbulent media is caused by 
the importance of these problems for plasma physics ,atmosphere 
and ocean physics. In overwhelming majority or papers, devoted 
to the investigation ot radi at ion in turbulent media, it is 
supposed, t hat medium parameters (for example permittivity) 
fluctuate in space and time. Moreover, the chaotical motion ot 
turbulent medium is not taken into account . At the same time, 
chaotical motion of medium leads to the addi t ional radiation , 
which sometimes is assential (tor example the radiation of mag
netic lield sources). Further, we shall consider some radiation 
effects in chaotically moving t urbulent medium. 

On the basis of Maxwell equations and Minkovskii material 
ratio [1J it is possible to obtain the generalized Pointing 
equation for slowly moving media (derivatives of velooity with 
reBpeot to coordinate and time are small , permeability iB equal 
to unit) 

C(4n)-1 div [fitJ+3it a/a t {(1/8n)(.,:g2+sZ)-(x/4nC) [if[fit J]}-

-(x/4nC) (~ ['m]) =0 (1) 

This equation has such interpretation: in a chaotically moving 
medium the ch~e of electromagnetic field energy density 
(whioh is descr1bed by the third term) takes place not only at 
the expense of radiation or field work upon a current (the 
first and the second terms respeotively), but also at the ex
pence of energy density changing. The latter is oaused by the 
liberation or absorbtion in the medium by the ·'external force I! , 

which forces the medium to move nonuniformly (the fourth term). 
So, in nonuni1ormly mov~ medium the new channel ot energy 
transtare is open over wh~oh the energy can flow in or flow out 
from the system . The irregular moving medi um is the same as an 
nonstationary medium, its permittivity changes in time. 

The expression tor electrio and magnetic field souroes ra
diation in inhomogeneous and slowly nonuni!ormly moving medium 
was derived by perturbation method in the paper [2J. The velo
city was a function of coordinates and time, It was shown, that 
the spectral and angular energy distribution of radiation with 
h polarization was described by the ratio 

= x2,,2(2n)4 
4C2.,(,,) 
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(2 ) 

where ~.~.~ and ~ are the eleotric and magn~tlc fields. elect
ric and magneti~ inductions respect ively,V=V (r, t) is medium ve
locity (V«C). J is ourrent density. &-permittivity in the rest 
medium frame of rererence.~=£-1~k~and ~Aare the wave vector and 
the trequenox of radiated wave.n=Klk, e -unit polarization vec
tor (A='.2).BQ and ~ are eleotric and magnetio fields oaused 
by external oharges and currents. 

Let's generalize this theory for the nonuniformly moving 
media. The velooity of turbulent medium is a random funotion of 
ooordinate and time. The random velocity field is supposed to 
be stationary, homogeneous and isotropic [3 J 

".. *:+ ~:+ 
<VI(k"w1)Vm(~.w2»=Blm(k"w,)6(k,-~)6(w,-w2) (3) 

where the braokets mean the statistical average. If the medium 
is incompressible (divV=O) the spectrum of correlation tensor 
has the form 

2. At first consider the radiation of magnetic field sour
oes. By averaging (2) we obtain 

224 
<W" >d3k= x w (2n) f <Ik, dw,P (lk, ',w,) {' [itl (k-k, .w-w, )t;A J ,2_ 

k, A 4C2& (w) 

_kj2, (k[itl(k-k1 ,w-w, )t;A J) ,2} d3k (4 ) 

This formula generalizes the expression for magnetic field 
source energy radi ation in a nonunitormly mov~ inoompressible 
turbulent medium at arbitrary co~relation funot2on F. In the 
c~e of constant magnetic field ao ' Fourier-component of whioh 

2S 

~q(k,.w')=~06(k,)6(w,), (5 ) 

substitution from (5) into (4) leads to the appearing of delta 
funotion square and, oorrespondly, to the divergenoe of energy 
radiation. The latter evidently is oonnected first of all with 
in!ini te duration of the homogeneous in time process and also 
with infinite dimentions of radiated area. Therefore we must 
talk about the mean radiation ~ower from unit volum ota turbu
lent medium. Integration over k1 and w 1 , and summation over two 
independent polarization for spectral and angular distributions 
of the mean radiation power gives 

p ~ dwd&= w ,v 
~(~ 1/2 ) 
J: C £. ,w (6 ) 
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where & is an angle between ~o and the direotion o! radiation. 
By integrating (6) over & we obtain the power speotrum 

2 1/2.2 
2~ n& tio 4 w 1/2 

P = 5 w P(-c & , w) dw (7) 
w JC 

Por example , the speotral component~of the correlation tensor 
of solenoidal velooity fields (div v=O) 

.. .. .. .. .2 2 2 2 Blm(p,T)=<Vl(r,t)Vm(r+p,t+T»= <V- >[(1-p II )6 lm+PIPm/1 ] 

exp(-p2/12)r(T) 

a t r(T)=exp(-T2/T2) is proportional to 

P(k,w)=(n2/4)<v2>T15~ exp (_ ~l2 _ w
2
T2 ) (8) 

4 4 

By inserting (8) into (7) the total power radiation tram unite 
volume of turbulent medium, ooverd under the oonstant homo
geneous external magnetio field is given by 

P=2On7/2~2£J/2 ~ T <v2>15/C7To7 (9) 

where 1 and T are the oharaoteristio speotral and temporal 
soales ot t urbulent medium velocity fluctuations, T =T[1+ 
+&1/21/CT )2]1/2. 0 

The mean angular and speotral radiate energy d~stribution 
o! external souroies oreating the eleotrio field ~ in the 
nonunitormly moving turbulent medium may be written 

The radiation of nonstationary immovable medium under the 
aotion of applied oonstant field was investigated in [4 ] . 

(10) 

J. Let's oonsider the radiat ion ot fixed q oharge souroe in 
ohaoti~~ly moving medium. Pourier-oomponent of an eleotrio 
!ield F' is .. 

tl-=-i~ k6 (w1 ) 
2n2 &(0)k2 (11) 

&(0) is statioal permittivity. Inserting (11) into (10) and 
Bumming up the polarization, atter integrating over the polar 
and azimuthal angles, at arbitrary oorrelation funotion P we 
obtain 
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(12 ) 

The solution of the same problem on radiation of a fixed point 
ohar~e in the ohaotioally immovable medium with spatial-tempo
ral inhomogeneties ot permittivity was investigated in [5]. By 
making use ot (8), the mean radiate power spectrum at k11» 1 
becomes 

w2,,3/2(<.»g2 

C5,,2(0) 

At quite big pulsation of medium velocity fluotuation, when 
<.>T» 1, the energy radiation is exponentially small. 
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